
12207: "with the coronavirus pandemic now mostly moving to north and south america

recording several casualties like a deadly plane crash in pakistan but especially

a lot of violence in many african countries finding it quite problematic to search

for news on casualties now that my main source broke up the headlines in pages no

longer putting them into one"

18146: "generally a quite sunny month but with much more wind allowing me and the

kids only a few times to go to the river and with little wind now finding clouds

of mosquitoes there and few days in a row experiencing otherwise quite some strong

wind making it hard to even go around for a walk with the kids with the double

stroller"

05150: "still many sunny days in the netherlands walking with the kids and even

venturing to utrecht for the first time after the lockdown making and in our dutch

village making mostly upstream also to avoid dogs and walking around cas and petra

cabin near doorn after biking there to then travel by car with the whole family to

italy only stopping briefly in germany with still the country quite affected by

the lockdown and not stopping at all in austria being granted only to drive across

and in italy just walking around the contrada with both the kids to look after and

everything to unpack"

16150: "some rain and clouds in the netherlands but then again still a lot of sun

but not as warm as the previous month despite some days spent at the beach and in

the end getting cloudy and finally driving through germany with quite some gray

sky and reaching italy with the sun but with clouds in the mountain bringing rain

and even storms"

10155: "still traveling to sweden this time to meet august and meeting folk in a

cheap hostel in stockholm mostly looking for job like a guy from a sicilian island

and also meeting the two ukrainian workers helping renovating my son country house

and meeting a dutch man living in the netherlands before meeting the italian

cousin and the dutch girlfriend of my new friend luca"

08128: "story about three marmosets set in a giant tree at the center of a virgin

forest  becoming  somewhat  a  surveillance  apparatus  and  later  some  sort  of

missioners of the universe and writing the fabe while in the netherlands after

taking to bed my kid and finishing it in italy after driving there with the whole

family"

13204: "filming in culemborg with a lot of nice weather taking my kids around and

later also with the easing of the lockdown walking with them also through utrecht

from the very south to the very north going east and then back going west through

the city center filming all the encountered public places and back in culemborg

filming the dutch landscape becoming way to dry with the constant period of sun

mostly keeping in playgrounds with the kids and by the river"



02177: "a period getting quite distorted dreams watching some really bad american

series but also getting some dreams inspired reading old stories from my anthology

and having little silvester breaking up my night crying for milk making it at

times hard to remember them and in the mountains in italy dreaming quite a lot

with little internet and no television even dreaming for the first time while

taking an afternoon nap"

03138: "keeping mostly alone with my family in the netherlands after the lockdown

and playing music to cheer up and dance with the kids like listening to all the

compilation of pippi longstocking in swedish and beside that avoiding any public

places do to the pandemic not even going to the supermarket anymore and only

singing children songs"

15134: "still some day s spent in the netherlands experiencing mostly traffic

related pollution now reactivating the car and walking in the industrial area of

culemborg  and  also  visiting  utrecht  before  traveling  to  italy  at  last  and

breathing nice fresh air in the mountains but experiencing quite some traffic and

a lot of diesel cars walking with the kids from myrthe's co-working space to schio

and also breathing the exhaustions of my trimmer while cutting grass both nearby

our barn and on the way up to my installation"

04137: "a strange period feeling hope to resume the work with my installation in

italy but then traveling there and having to readjust with also myrthe at times

getting over worked but finding some good state of mind doing physical work until

at last getting hit by the far right wing representative wanting once again to

obstruct my installation"

10156: "meeting the group of a dutch band where an italian friend now plays and

getting to know the very good guitarist to then travel to venice and meeting a

young artist working at a art supply shop as well as an old man performing opera

in a square before flying back to holland and meet a young italian couple on the

plane"

12208: "still many news related to the coronavirus pandemic and also about black

lives matter protests putting ironically in the background the many casualties in

african countries with terror attack raging there but also managing to read of

other casualties from other parts of the world from the mountains with a better

phone reception"

06186: "still in the nethelrnads biking with silvester in the trailer going rather

slow but then biking alone with my racing bike upstream and the crossing the river

lek to bike downstream to cas and petra's forest house in doorn getting quite some

good exercise before at last making it to italy taking there quite some walks with

the kids pushing the stroller up the asphalt road but also some nearby dirt roads"

09135: "recording my thoughts from the netherlands roaming around with the kids



and with my hopes a little up getting ready to leave for mountains yet still

facing quite some uncertainty as far as the political situation hindering the

realization of my project there"

01198: "a month spent in italy at times using very little tools having to look

after the kids but at times also managing to do quite a lot especially renovating

the barn to host people there and at times using little objects traveling by car

down  the  mountains  or  spending  the  days  with  guests  coming  to  document  the

realization of my project there"


